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About This Game

Tank Universal creates a huge virtual 'Tron-like' world where you take part in immense 3D tank battles involving scores of units
both friendly and not so friendly in wide open levels!

  Players can bombard the enemy from a distance or close the gap and dodge shells point blank - all in an immersive first person
perspective.
Features:

20 levels of highly addictive and intense tank battles

Some missions require you to leave the safety of your tank and explore the world on foot

Ability to upgrade weapons and tank equipment

Fight alongside allies against highly intelligent and numerous enemies

Spectacular looking virtual world and eye-popping particle effects

Take the battle in any direction with wide open levels allowing freedom of play

Intriguing storyline switching between the 'real world' and the digital virtual world
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Enhanced resolutions, including widescreen support up to 1680x1050

Unlock over 25 achievements, including Roadkill, Sheep Master and the all important; Saviour of the Resistance
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Title: Tank Universal
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Dialogue Design
Publisher:
Meridian4
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2008
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English,Russian
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Not bad bait. Could be better. Feels like good bait at some points but other times its a generic rougelike-bait.. I was really hyped
about this game, especially on PC. But the PC version is a blatant copy of the mobile version. This immediately drives me away
from the game.

PC screen is larger so you could easily fit more info on the main screen. Swapping through different screens manually is so
annoying. And often you don't even notice all the things going on in the game due to that.

Bug: When playing vs AI, even if the game ends, it will never be "over", just saved in the Running Games section forever. Or
you have to cancel the game.

Please create a new UI for the PC version. The current one makes you seem like you wanted to lazily grab more money out of
PC gamers.. Most of the reviews claim this game is clunky as well as looking and feeling like a mobile port and honestly, they
aren't wrong. The combat feels slow, the character feels unresponsive and unruly. Whos bright idea was it to have the jump and
attack be the same button? Moron

I do admire the game for one thing though, it knows how bad it is as at the end of every mini level the default selection is to
exit, that's brilliant.. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f.
\u30cf\u30fc\u30c8\u30ed\u30c3\u30ab\u30fc\u306a\u304a\u3063\u3055\u3093
\u30b9\u30da\u30b7\u30e1\u30f3\u306b\u30e2\u30c6\u30e2\u30c6\u306e\u304a\u3063\u3055\u3093
\u81ea\u53d9\u4f1d\u3092\u66f8\u3044\u305f\u3051\u3069\u51fa\u7248\u3067\u304d\u306a\u3044\u304a\u3063\u3055\u3
093
\u5b9f\u9a13\u4f53\u306e\u304a\u3063\u3055\u3093

\u7279\u6fc3\u306a\u304a\u3063\u3055\u3093\u304c\u8a70\u3063\u305fDLC. Really great design and game atmosphere!
The music also fits nicely and I like how the windows turn red when enemies are close. It's hard to describe really. I also like
that you can set the random seed for the levels manually.
The game is lacking depth in the long run but its absolutely fine when you get it on sale!
Would be nice to see this concept taken further into a full game.
What got me raging a bit was the item picking mode. Sometimes it picks the wrong item, even if you are really careful. That
cost me a bunch of lives.. Should you buy this? Yes!
It is a really nice game for only 2 euros, I am sure having a lot of fun playing it!
Be sure to check it out if you love achievement hunting like me! :). Super fun game guys, awesome puzzles.. Great new map for
VCD. It's huge and it has a lot of new and interesting mechanics. If you're looking for more VCD, this is one of the better maps.
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I will forever love this game!. Hotline Miami 3: All The Electronic-Music-Artists Have Called In Sick And Now We Have To
Use Jazz.

TL;DR: It's bit short for 15 dollars, but the art-style, dynamic music, and level-design will make it worthwhile. If you haven't
already liked Hotline Miami very much, I'd rather say you try it out when it's a bit cheaper.

I liked Hotline Miami, this game is very similiar but a bit easier. But HOLEY MOLEY, That art-style! That line-of-sight
mechanic, where every wall that would cover the ape's view rises up beyond the screen so that the bird's-eye-view camera is also
blcoked by it! The music that reacts to the current gameplay-situation. Not only a sharp cimbel on every kill, but quiet music
when you are not spotted, rising music the more enemies detect you, instruments getting louder and quiter depending on what
enemy spots you. There's just so much to enhance the gameplay via music.

But for 15 Euros, it's a bit short. It were very fun 3 hours for me, and I don't regret paying the 12,something euros when it was
released, but if you haven't been really into Hotlien Miami, I'd recommend waiting for a sale. But for 5 euros/dollars/moneys,
it's very worth buying just to experience the art-style and the music.. The Game = Hotdog guy gets promoted to sports surgeon,
uses a variety of items 'handy' to him to get the jobs done (ie toothpick and ketchup) Very goofy, good for a de-stress and
giggle.

Fun game. Quite Short, with funny, quirky and competitive acheivements.

. I can't wait for book four. The second half felt a bit rushed but it was still good and enjoyable.. game isn't loading n not letting
me play someone plz help me
. This is a decent hidden object game, if you take a few things into consideration.

First of all, although the game has a Native American setting, it has no real resemblance to any real tribe. If you're a stickler for
historical accuracy, you may want to skip this. The game is riddled with cliches and downright silliness at times, but if you're not
too serious about realism, you'll be fine.

That said, the music and graphics are quite pretty. The game is almost exclusively hidden object scenes with an occasional
minigame tossed in for variety. There is no inventory management or item-based puzzles as in most modern games of this genre.
This doesn't make it bad, but if you're looking for a more complex game, this isn't it.

The hidden object scenes themselves are nicely done and aren't too easy. There are some naming conventions that might be
bothersome to some people, such as using more formal names for animals and plants (I'm well aware of what a Calla lily looks
like, but I might be a minority there). However, there is a handy hint button or the ever-present power of Google if anything is
too weird. I feel that the quality of the scenes outweighs the sometimes-odd naming.

Lenth of the game is pretty comparable to others of this type, maybe slightly shorter. At the time of this review I believe I'm
over halfway through at a little over an hour.

With these things in mind, and with there being no frills, extra content, achievements, or trading cards at this time, I would
recommend this game on a half-price sale. Although the game is decent aside from its quirks, it's not $9.99 worth of decent. But
I would still recommend it to genre fans, especially people like myself that tend to run out of titles to play!. I was reluctant at
first because I thought Oscar is a bottom then the game lets you to choose whether you want to be a top or a bottom. Wow.
Oscar as a top is amazing. Very amazing.. I usually hate bullet hell styled games but I couldn't help adore the characters and the
writing in this one. Most probably I was drawn in by nostalgia to NES styled games as well as its charming soundtrack. If you
don't like bullet hells, it's probably not for you. However, if you don't mind them and want to play a charming one hour game, I
recommend it.

£2 in my opinion really isn't that much and the dev poured a lot of their heart and passion into this. This game is definitely the
most enjoyable title I've played in a while.

If you're unsure, the first game is free so check that out before committing yourself to buying the 2nd title in the series.
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